Company Profile

Our Designs Landscape Architects & Associates Inc. is a Canadian landscape architectural firm
and provides consulting, research and landscape design services. We were incorporated in
1992 and are located in British Columbia, Canada. Our principal is multidisciplinary in
education and experience and Our Designs works intensively in a professional collaborative
manner with licensed Architects, Landscape Architects, Engineers, and Planners. The
company offers creative landscape architecture, research and consulting services to architects,
landscape architects, private corporations, public institutions, and municipal and provincial
agencies. We help our clients increase the safe accessibility of their facilities for seniors and
people with disabilities. Our clients consistently note that we design sustainable, equitable and
green habitats from the human centered scale to the planning scale and we are versatile and
adaptable enough to work between diverse land uses.

Recently our team has been increased by the addition of Judy Rowbotham, RPN, GN
(Certification). Judy is a registered Psychiatric Nurse and an active member of the College of
Psychiatric Nurses of British Columbia. Judy brings with her over 25 years of psychiatric
nursing experience. She also has certification in geriatric nursing. Presently she is completing
her diploma in the Provincial Instructor Program – P.I.D. with Vancouver Community College.

Our practice has grown into areas of landscape architecture including:
- environmental design for riparian and bioregenerative habitats, wetlands
- therapeutic environmental design for healthcare facilities, group homes, social housing
projects, neighbourhood medical clinics and pharmacies, wellness centers and wellness
resource clinics
- landscape design of inclusive, universal, multi-family residential and town homes
- landscape design for commercial and industrial properties, and institutional facililities
including university and college campuses
- landscape design of playgrounds based on evidence-based research of children's play
patterns and social and physical development milestones

We are committed to increasing the safe, public access to our clients' businesses, designing
with an environmental consciousness, and contributing to excellent public relations. We make a
point of collaborating effectively with all project team players and strive to produce timely
projects within budget. We do this by ensuring that each development project, receives focused
and immediate attention to detail until completion. Our objective is to create caring and
thoughtfully conceived environments that appeal to a wide consumer group.
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Please contact us to discuss your next project.
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